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With a painting style described as realism with soul, Susan Harrison-Tustain casts new light on a

favourite subject among watercolourists.'
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Harrison-Tustain is a highly successful New Zealand floral artist who produces breathtaking

blossoms in a style that is, at once, realistic and sumptuously expressive. Here she offers three

complete step-by-step projects and 14 mini-demonstrations. Those more interested in a decorative

arts approach should see Painting Flowers in Watercolor with Louise Jackson (North Light,

1997).Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Susan Harrison-Tustain is recognised as one of New Zealand's leading floral artists and workshop

instructors. Her work is represented in collections throughout New Zealand, Australia, the United

States and Europe. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I ordered this, assuming that it would be only about flowers, but there's so much more here! Her

teaching methods are great, fully explaining her main ideas to achieve these wonderful results. After

buying and borrowing a lot of books from various sources, I'd say that this book is tops at helping

me carry my watercoloring skills further. So I give it an enthusiastic 5 stars!

Susan is an excellent artist. Her method of painting is a bit more time consuming but if you don't



want to crank out paintings like a production line, this is the way to paint watercolor flowers. They

will be worth the extra effort, believe me! My florals have improved dramatically and are worth

framing now,so thank you,thank you, Susan. I also have her DVD and the combination book/DVD is

wonderful. She isn't afraid to share her many tips and techniques that other artists don't. I have

many art books but I rate Susan's a definite 10.

I am an above average beginner and I saw this book advertised on her web site and decided I had

to have it. It was only available used and at a very high price but I put it on my wish list and soon

one came up in my price range and I snapped it up. It is really a nice book with useful information

but a little complex. I wish that there were more steps shown in the projects. But still my end results

are not too shabby so I still highly recommend this book.

Susan explains her technique clearly. There are enough step-by-step examples to be able to

confidently paint any floral picture. I have actually been to a workshop of hers & having this book is

like a reference, that you can open any time & start painting.The instructions are clear & the

photographs nice & large.I would recommend this book to anyone that likes to paint watercolour.

The book arrived in good time and perfect condition. Did not look used, but like a brandnew book.

Very pleased with this purchase.

This is an amazing book. I borrowed it from an art teacher and decided I had to have it. I love it and

the techniques Susan uses. I also could not believe how quickly the book was sent. I got it in 3

days.

Fabulous artist, great information for beginning artist and seasoned artists too.

One of the best book on painting flowers with watercolor. Clearly explained with a lot of step by

step. I would not recommand it for a beginner but it's perfect for an intermediate student.
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